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Let There Be Light

This piece may be copied with the permission of the composer if a fee of 25 cents per copy is sent to:
Alan Stringer, 8640 Horacio Pl., NE, Albuquerque, NM 87111. Please also send the name of your choir.
adapted from Alva McAllaster  Alan Stringer, ASCAP

Women:

Men:

Piano or Organ
Let there be light! the first command. Nature un-
folded with creatures all born of the light:
Stars of the night, radiant, bright,
trilling the sight. Let there be light!

Let there be the first command. Nature unfolded with creatures all light! the first command. Nature unfolded with creatures all born of the light: Stars of the night, creatures all born of the light: Stars of the night,
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sight. 
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thril - ling thera - di - ant,

bright,

night, ra - di - ant bright, thrill - ling the 

" . . . 

" . . . 

Once there was sleep 

ov - er the deep,

sight. 

li - mit - less leagues of an emp - ty in - tan - gi - ble dark.
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Now there would grow, warm in the glow

Praise with gardens to reap.

light, you who have might, who are transfigured with filaments